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THE GOETHE-INSTITUT

A NETWORK SPANNING THE WORLD

MISSION STATEMENT

LANGUAGE

CULTURE

GERMANY

The Goethe-Institut promotes knowledge of the German language abroad, fosters international
cultural partnerships and conveys a comprehensive image of Germany through information about
cultural, social and political life in Germany.
157 institutes in 98 countries and more cooperation partners

PASCH
•

PASCH stands for the "Schools: Partners for the
Future" initiative. It is a global network of 1.859 schools with 184.774 pupils in 120 countries that
place a high value on German.

•

PASCH is an initiative of the Federal Foreign Office in cooperation
with the Central Agency for Schools Abroad (ZfA), the Goethe-Institut (GI), the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD) and the Educational Exchange Service of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of
Education and Cultural Affairs of the Länder in the Federal Republic of Germany (PAD).

•

A worldwide network of partner schools with special links to Germany.

•

6 Countries and 34 PASCH-Schools in cooperation with the Goethe-Institut in Brussels

Advantages of being a PASCH school
•

Students Scholarship (“JUKU” – Youth courses; “Studieren in Deutschland”; Summercamp-Morocco)

•

International youth meetings (MINT-expeditions; Theatre festivals; Youth debates, Talk show; Project
„Begegnung –Mittelmeerraum“)

•

cultural projects and competitions

•

Alumni projects (meetings in Brussels 2018, Belgrad 2019, online-meetings, Budapest 2022)

•

Equipment with technical devices, didactic material, exhibitions

•

Subsidisation of examinations at the GMC

•

Workshops for teachers

•

Access to the platform www.pasch-net.de

8 reasons to learn
German
1. It‘s easier than you might think
2. German is the most frequently spoken language within the EU
3. Studying in Germany- a multitude of opportunities

4. Speaking German is beneficial for a lot of different jobs
5. It is the language of science
6. It makes travelling to Germany a lot easier

7. German is the language of poets, artists and thinkers
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4. Speaking German is beneficial for a lot of different jobs
5. It is the language of science
6. It makes travelling to Germany a lot easier

7. German is the language of poets, artists and thinkers
8. German is the most poetic, melodic and melodious language in the world (behind Maltese)

